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A Joint Two-Phase Time-Sensitive Regularized
Collaborative Ranking Model for Point of Interest
Recommendation
Mohammad Aliannejadi, Dimitrios Rafailidis, and Fabio Crestani
Abstract—The popularity of location-based social networks (LBSNs) has led to a tremendous amount of user check-in data.
Recommending points of interest (POIs) plays a key role in satisfying users needs in LBSNs. While recent work has explored the idea
of adopting collaborative ranking (CR) for recommendation, there have been few attempts to incorporate temporal information for POI
recommendation using CR. In this article, we propose a two-phase CR algorithm that incorporates the geographical influence of POIs
and is regularized based on the variance of POIs popularity and users activities over time. The time-sensitive regularizer penalizes
user and POIs that have been more time-sensitive in the past, helping the model to account for their long-term behavioral patterns
while learning from user-POI interactions. Moreover, in the first phase, it attempts to rank visited POIs higher than the unvisited ones,
and at the same time, apply the geographical influence. In the second phase, our algorithm tries to rank users favorite POIs higher on
the recommendation list. Both phases employ a collaborative learning strategy that enables the model to capture complex latent
associations from two different perspectives. Experiments on real-world datasets show that our proposed time-sensitive collaborative
ranking model beats state-of-the-art POI recommendation methods.
Index Terms—point-of-interest recommendation, time-aware recommendation, collaborative ranking, location-based social networks
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I NTRODUCTION

W

ITH the availability of location-based social networks
(LBSNs), such as Yelp, TripAdvisor, and Foursquare,
users can share check-in data using their mobile devices.
LBSNs collect valuable information about users’ mobility records with check-in data. Generating points-of-interest
(POIs) recommendations plays a crucial role in satisfying
the user needs, for example when exploring a new POI or
visiting a city [1]. In fact, every town has numerous POIs
and a user may have visited only a few in her hometown as
well as when she is out-of-town [2]. POI recommendation
tries to ensure user’s satisfaction by suggesting her the most
interesting locations in her vicinity, taking into account her
preferences and contextual constraints [3], [4].
Many challenges limit the accuracy of POI recommendation. For instance, a major challenge in POI recommendation
is data sparsity [5], [6]. Despite the fact that LBSNs feature
a huge number of locations with a large variety, in practice
users visit a very limited number of locations, making the
user-item matrix sparse [7]. Moreover, since users spend
most of their time in their hometown [8], the data sparsity
problem is aggravated when a user visits a new city where
she has no history of visited locations [9]. Several studies
seek to address the data sparsity problem by incorporating
additional information into the model, such as geographical
and temporal information [10], [11], [12], [13]. In fact, the
data sparsity problem is even worse when recommending
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POIs as opposed to other items such as movies or songs.
This mainly happens because the check-in data provides an
implicit feedback [14], whereas users usually express their
opinion about movies or songs with different ratings. [11]
argued that check-ins offer only positive examples whereas
POIs with no check-in remain undiscovered which can
potentially be interesting to the user. However, we argue
that if a user has visited a place only once, we cannot simply
infer a positive feedback but we can also infer what types of
locations the user is interested in. In the case of places with
higher check-in frequency, we assume that they are more
preferred than those with fewer check-ins [11].
In relevant literature, item recommendation is often
treated as a rating prediction or matrix completion task [15].
However, [16] argued that considering the square loss as
a measure of prediction effectiveness is not accurate. In
other words, being able to produce a more accurate ranked
list to a user should be rewarded. Collaborative Ranking
(CR) is based on this idea and focuses on the accuracy of
recommendation at the top of the recommendation list for
each user [17]. Much work has adopted CR using explicit
feedback from users such as item ratings. For example, [18]
and [16] optimized a ranking loss to recommend movies
to users. [19] showed that ranking-based learning of recommendation is also effective when one is dealing with
implicit feedback from users. However, exploring CR for
POI recommendation using implicit feedback is challenging
because an effective strategy for sampling unvisited venues
based on users’ mobility and POIs proximity is required as
part of the learning process.
Several studies started to incorporate temporal information to improve POI recommendation [20], [21], [22]. For
example, temporal information has been incorporated in an
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hourly basis in [20] and in a sequential manner in [23] to
recommend the “next” POI. Also, more advanced models
considered both time and the sequential order of check-ins
[22]. However, the long-term dynamics of users check-in
behavior and venues popularity still need to be analyzed.
For example, an open-air bar is popular mainly during
summertime, or a student is supposedly more active during
her holidays.
In this article, we propose a two-phase CR algorithm
for POI recommendation. Our model is inspired by successful results of CR in other domains with explicit user
feedback [18], [24] and of ranking methods using implicit
user feedback for POI recommendation [11], [19]. We use
a two-phase implicit feedback inference in our algorithm.
In fact, we assume that single check-in means that a user
“likes” the POI and multiple visits mean that user prefers
the POI more. Based on this assumption, in the first phase
we push POIs with single or multiple check-ins at the
top of the recommendation list, taking into account the
geographical influence of POIs in the same neighborhood.
In the second phase, we push POIs with multiple checkins over the ones with a single visit. As argued in [11],
considering both visited and unvisited POIs in the learning,
alleviates the sparsity problem. Therefore, the first phase of
our algorithm addresses the sparsity problem, whereas the
second stage boosts the accuracy of our model by pushing
more relevant POIs at the top of the list. To take into account
the dynamics of user and place check-in, we introduce a
time-sensitive regularizer in the ranking loss. The regularizer
models the activity pattern of every user and venue over
time. Adding this regularizing parameter to the objective
function fuses the activity patterns into the ranking function
in a collaborative way.
In summary, our contribution in this article can be summarized as follows:
‚

‚

‚

‚

We perform an extensive analysis to demonstrate
the underlying patterns of preference and popularity
over time.
We propose a general time-sensitive regularizer, taking into account the variance of users activities and
venues popularity over time.
We propose a novel two-phase CR-based POI recommendation algorithm incorporating users implicit
check-in feedback with a focus on the top of the list.
We propose a geographical similarity measure and
add its influence to the model’s objective function.

The experiments on two benchmark datasets show that
the proposed approach outperforms state-of-the-art POI
recommendation and CR methods. In particular, we show
that the joint learning strategy enables the model not only
to address the sparsity problem but also to rank relevant
POIs higher. The first phase mainly addresses the sparsity
problem by adding the geographical influence as well as
considering both visited and unvisited venues for training.
The second phase improves the accuracy of the model,
pushing to the top of the recommendation list the POIs that
users prefer more. Moreover, we demonstrate the effectiveness of the time-sensitive regularizer, that is applied to both
phases of the algorithm taking into consideration the longterm behavior of users and the popularity of POIs.

The remainder of the article is organized as follows,
Section 2 briefly reviews the related work while a deep
analysis on the datasets is performed in Section 3. We
describe our method in Section 4 and in Section 5, evaluate
the performance of our model against competitive models.
Finally, Section 6 concludes the article.

2

R ELATED W ORK

The related work can be divided to the following topics: POI recommendation, collaborative ranking, and timeaware recommendation.
2.1

POI Recommendation

POI Recommendation plays an important role in satisfying
users’ expectations on LBSNs. Much work has been carried
out in this area based on the core idea that users with
similar behavioral history tend to act similarly [25]. This is
the underlying idea of collaborative-filtering-based (CF-based)
approaches [9], [10], [26]. CF can be divided into two categories: memory-based and model-based. Memory-based
approaches consider user rating as a similarity measure
between users or items [27]. Model-based approaches, on
the other hand, employ techniques like matrix factorization [28]. However, CF-based approaches often suffer from
data sparsity since there are a lot of available locations, and
a single user can visit only a few of them. As a consequence,
the user-item matrix of CF becomes very sparse, leading
to poor performance in cases where there is no significant
association between users and items. Many studies have
tried to address the data sparsity problem of CF by incorporating additional information into the model [20], [29].
More specifically, [29] argued that users check-in behavior is
affected by the spatial influence of locations and proposed a
unified location recommender system incorporating spatial
and social influence to address the data sparsity problem.
[26] proposed a model that captures user interests as well as
local preferences to recommend locations or events to users
when they are visiting a new city. [2] proposed to consider
both geographical and temporal influences while recommending POIs to the users via a geographical-temporal
influences aware graph. They proposed to propagate these
influences using a breadth-first strategy. [9] took into consideration user preference, geographical proximity, and social
influences for POI recommendation. [30] proposed a multicenter Gaussian model to capture users’ movement pattern
as they assumed users’ movements consist of several centers. In a more recent work, [31] considered three travelrelated constraints (i.e., uncertain traveling time, diversity of
the venues, and venue availability) and use them to prune
the search space. [10] also proposed an approach integrating
temporal and geographic influences into matrix factorization. [32] proposed a probabilistic mapping approach to
determine the most salient information from a venue’s
content to reduce dimensionality of data. More recently,
[33] considered the appropriateness of a POI given a user’s
context while ranking the venues. [34] fused virtual ratings
derived from online reviews into CF. [35] investigated how
geotagged photos can be linked to venues to study users’
tastes. Finally, [36] addressed the data sparsity problem
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assuming that users tend to rank higher the POIs that are
geographically closer to the one that they have already
visited. Differently from these studies, our work addresses
the data sparsity problem by including the unvisited venues
in the learning process. We consider unvisited venues as
negative training examples based on the assumption that a
user “likes” and prefers venues that she has visited over the
ones that she has not [22].
2.2

Collaborative Ranking

Another line of research lies in combining the ideas of CF
and Learning to Rank (LTR). LTR methods have been proved
to be effective in Information Retrieval (IR) [37]. LTR learns a
ranking function which can predict a relevance score given
a query and document. There are three categories of LTR,
namely, point-wise [38], pair-wise [39], and list-wise [40].
In short, point-wise approaches predict ranking scores for
individual items. Pair-wise approaches, on the other hand,
learn the order of the items. List-wise approaches consider an entire list of items as individual training example.
CR takes the idea of predicting preference order of items
from LTR and combines it with the idea of learning the
loss function in a collaborative way. [18] used a surrogate
convex upper bound of Normalized Discounted Cumulative
Gain (nDCG) error together with matrix factorization as the
basic rating predictor. [41] explored optimizing a surrogate
lower bound for Expected Reciprocal Rank (ERR) for data with
multiple levels of relevance. [16] followed the idea of pairwise LTR approaches. In particular, the authors base their
work on LTR methods with an emphasis on the top of the
recommendation list. This approach, however, is limited to
explicit user feedback such as user ratings for movies. [42]
presented an LTR model, taking into account the relevant
items of users and their friends, pushing these items at
the top of the list. [19] presented a generic optimization
criterion as well as a learning algorithm for incorporating
implicit feedback while learning personal ranking for users
and they demonstrated its effectiveness on approaches such
as matrix factorization. In [43], authors combined various
LTR methods into a joint model aiming to enhance the
recommendation accuracy with trust relationships. In a
more recent work, [44] proposed a model considering not
only relevant items of the user and her trusted friends,
but also the items of her distrusted foes. Unlike the above
works, our method uses a two-phase strategy to use the
implicit feedback, i.e. check-ins. Also, we regularize the
ranking loss based on users activity and venues popularity
variances on a monthly basis. The social influence on POI
recommendation, however, is left for future work.
2.3

Time-Aware Recommendation

Many researchers have studied the temporal influence on
users’ preferences. A group of studies conducts time-aware
recommendation learning of users’ temporal preference for
specific time slots and for recommending POIs for a given
time slot, like an hour of a day [45]. [20] computed the
similarity between users by finding the same POIs at the
same time slots in their check-in history to train a user-based
CF model. [46] matched the temporal regularity of users
with the popularity of POIs to improve a factorization-based

algorithm. [47] proposed a time-aware personalized model
adopting a fourth-order tensor factorization-based ranking
which enables the model to capture short-term and longterm preferences. [48] proposed topic-region model that discovers the semantic, temporal, and spatial patterns of users’
check-ins and uses the additional information to address
the data-sparsity problem. [49] defined the temporal context
as the public’s attention at a certain time and proposed a
temporal context-aware mixture model, modeling the topics
related to users’ interests and temporal context in a unified
way. This work was later extended in [50] to a dynamic
temporal context-aware mixture model, capturing users
evolving interests. [21] preserved the similarity of personal
preference in consecutive time slots by considering different
latent variables at each time slot for each user. However,
the long-term behavior of users still needs to be studied.
For example, a high school student visits more places
during summer, or a beach bar could be even shut down
during winter. Therefore, it is crucial to consider the timedependent activity patterns of both users and venues while
training a recommender system. There also exists another
category of approaches which tries to recommend the next
POI to visit, also known as successive POI recommendation.
For example, [51] captured sequential check-in behavior of
users by training personalized Markov chain. [22] combined
the ideas of both categories by recommending POIs for a
particular time, exploiting sequential patterns of users. Our
work distinguishes itself from these studies by considering
a long-term activity shift of both users and locations in the
course of time.

3

DATA A NALYSIS

In this section, we conduct an extensive analysis of two realworld datasets to explore user preferences’ dynamics over
time.
3.1

Data

We use two real-world check-in datasets from Foursquare
and Gowalla provided by [20]1 . The Foursquare’s dataset
originally consists of 342,850 check-ins of users in Singapore
in the period of Aug. 2010 and Jul. 2011 [20]. The Gowalla’s
dataset, on the other hand, includes 736,148 check-ins made
by users in California and Nevada in the period of Feb. 2009
and Oct. 2010 [20]. Every check-in contains a user id, POI id,
time, and geographical coordinates. For a fair comparison,
we also use the preprocessed data as in [20]. Users who
have less than 5 check-ins, as well as POIs with less than 5
check-ins are removed from the datasets. Finally, we have
194,108 check-ins on Foursquare’s and 456,988 check-ins on
Gowalla’s. We used the geographical coordinates of POIs
to retrieve their corresponding categories such as bar, pizza
place. More details are listed in Table 1. Notice that multiple
check-ins refer to the check-ins that were made by a particular user to a particular POI more than once. As shown
in Table 1, 45.51% of check-ins on the Foursquare’s dataset
refer to users visiting POIs more than once. In Gowalla’s,
we observe fewer multiple check-ins, namely, 32.69% of all
check-ins.
1. http://www.ntu.edu.sg/home/gaocong/data/poidata.zip
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TABLE 1: General statistics of the datasets

3.2

Foursquare’s

Gowalla’s

# of users

2,231

10,162

# of POIs

5,596

24,250

# of check-ins

194,108

456,988

Avg. POIs per user

45.57

30.356

Avg. users per POI

18.90

12.69

Multiple check-ins

45.51%

32.69%

Density

0.0081

0.0012

(a) Foursquare’s

Time-Dependency of User Activities and Interests

Many studies analyzed users activity patterns over time [2],
[20], [21], [46]. However, user activities have been mostly
carried out at an hourly basis. We conduct a long-term
user activity analysis, namely we study the user behavior
over several months. This monthly analysis allows us to
realize the long-term shift of users interest. Users’ interests
could evolve over time while sustaining their personal patterns. For instance, a teenager who reaches the legal age
of drinking often starts going to bars (long-term interest
shift), whereas an adult user often chooses to travel on
Easter (personal pattern). Figure 1 depicts the distribution of
check-ins of both datasets every month. There is a significant
shift of activity on each month. For instance, we observe
that the number of check-ins increases from Feb. to Jul.
in both datasets. Next, we report further analysis only on
Gowalla’s, as we observed similar attributes when analyzing the Foursquare’s dataset. Figure 2 shows the popularity
of the top-8 venue categories. As we can see, before Oct.
2009 we observe dramatic shift of popularity. However, after
Oct. 2009, the top categories exhibit a rather more stable
popularity pattern as the dataset grows. Interestingly, we
still can observe popularity shifts between “Coffee Shop”,
“American”, “Mexican”, “City Park”, and “Asian”. This
suggests that users also exhibit a time-dependent pattern
in visiting popular categories of POIs.
Figure 3 shows the activity of two samples of users in
a long period. It also shows how the popularity of two
samples of POI categories change over time. Note that,
all the plots of Figure 3 illustrate the distribution of each
user or category over time, that is, for each user or category, summing all the values of Y over time (X) equals
to 1. We compute the variance of check-ins for both users
and categories. Then, we pick the ones with the lowest in
Figure 3a & c and the ones with the highest variances in
Figure 3b & d. Our aim is to pick some representative user
and categories from either end of the spectrum. As we can
see, even users who are supposed to be the most stable users
(Figure 3a) exhibit very time-dependent check-in patterns.
It is worth noting that we ignored users with less than
50 check-ins in plotting Figure 3b, as those users mostly
appear once in the dataset and hence are listed among the
top variant users. However, we still observe that the users
with high check-in variance are those who appear a few
times and have less regular check-in behavior. This suggests
that the more active a user is, the less variant her checkin pattern is. We also observed a negative correlation between
the users’ check-in variance and quantity (Spearman: ´0.5583)

(b) Gowalla’s

Fig. 1: Number of check-ins per month on Foursquare’s and
Gowalla’s.
which supports our assumption. As for the POI categories,
Figure 3c depicts the least variant categories. First, all of the
categories relate to users’ daily activities, for example going
to a coffee shop or sandwich store. These categories are more
time-independent since they are less affected by seasonal
changes or weather conditions. Similar to what we observed
for users, more popular categories are also less time-variant.
In fact, we found a negative correlation between POI categories
variance and popularity (Spearman: ´0.8411). On the other
hand, the more time-variant categories (Figure 3d) are less
popular and they depend mainly on weather and political
events. For example, “Ski Shop” only appears during winter
and “Democratic Event” appears as a political campaign
takes place.
All our observations suggest that there is an underlying
temporal pattern in check-in activities from the perspective
of both users and place categories. As we argued, checkin variance reveals meaningful information and thus we
design our model focusing on these aspects.
3.3

Users’ Multiple Check-ins

As we discussed earlier in Section 1, a good indicator of
a user’s preference is the fact that she visits the same
POI multiple times. A multiple check-in between a user ρ
and a venue l occurs if ρ visits l more than once. Other
studies assumed multiple check-ins as an implicit feedback
and demonstrated its effectiveness [11]. We also observed
that a considerable amount of check-ins are multiple checkins (Table 1). We randomly picked 100 users from the 500
most active users of Gowalla’s. Figure 4 shows the quantity
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and multiple check-ins need to be involved while learning
the model.

4

Fig. 2: Popularity of the top-8 categories over time on
Gowalla’s (best viewed in color).

of single check-ins as well as multiple check-ins of the
sample users. As we can see, users spend a considerable
amount of their time visiting POIs they have visited before.
In fact, multiple check-ins constitute 20% of check-ins for
an average user on Gowalla’s (with a standard deviation
of 21). According to Figure 4, the more active a user is,
the more multiple check-ins she has. We calculated the
correlation between the number of check-ins and the percentage of multiple check-ins per user. We observe that there
is a positive correlation (Spearman: +0.4257) between the
two variables, supporting our assumption. Based on these
observations, we confirm that multiple check-ins provide
valuable information regarding users’ preference and since
these account for a considerable amount of the datasets, we
design our model with a focus on them.

3.4

Remarks

Here, we present the main findings of our analysis. As observed in Section 3.2, users exhibit a long-term shift in their
check-in behavior. As a consequence, POIs witness a shift in
their popularity. However, many of these shifts are natural
because users grow old and their habits evolve. Also, even
though some types of POIs exhibit less time-sensitivity,
many POIs are highly dependent on temporal phenomena
such as seasonal changes or political campaigns. In addition,
over a long period of time, less active users exhibit more
variance in their check-in behavior. The same behavior is
also observed for POIs, that is, less popular POIs suffer from
more variance in terms of users’ check-ins. Thus, it is crucial
to take into consideration how variant a user or POI has
been in the past while learning the model.
According to 3.3, there is a positive correlation between
the activity of a user and the number multiple check-ins
she has had. This also means that a user who has visited
the same POI several times in the past is more likely to
visit the same POI in the future. Moreover, single check-ins
are already crucial and should be considered in the model
to account for users’ preferences as they choose to visit a
particular POI when they could have chosen other venues
in the same neighborhood. This gives us a rough estimate of
their interest and preferences while multiple check-ins are
more accurate indicators of users’ interest. Thus, both single

P ROPOSED M ETHOD

Following the remarks based on our analysis in Section 3,
in this section, we present our model. We first introduce the
notations of our model. Let P “ tρ1 , . . . , ρn u be the set of
n users and L “ tl1 , . . . , lm u be the set of m POIs. As an
implicit feedback, we consider POIs that each user ρi has
visited, Li , as “relevant” and all other unvisited POIs as
“irrelevant” in the neighborhood where the user has visited
all relevant items. Also, we consider POIs with multiple
check-ins as “more relevant”. Therefore, we define L`
i as
the set of relevant POIs, L´
as
the
set
of
irrelevant
POIs,
i
and L˚
i the set of “more-relevant” POIs for user ρi . We also
´
˚
˚
´
define n` “ |L`
i |, n “ |Li |, and ni “ |Li |.
Our aim is to define a ranking function fi plq for each user
ρi to rank more-relevant POIs higher than relevant POIs,
and relevant POIs higher than irrelevant POIs. Moreover, we
intend to incorporate the influence of POIs that are located
close to each other. Let U P Rdˆn be the latent factor for
users and V P Rdˆm be the latent factor for POIs. It is worth
noting that ui corresponds to ρi and vj corresponds to lj .
The ranking function for the ith user ρi and the j th POI lj
would be fi plj q “ uTi vj .
We design a two-phase objective function, where the first
phase constructs ranking functions fi plq such that relevant
POIs are ranked higher than irrelevant POIs. In the second
phase, functions fi plq are updated to rank more-relevant
POIs higher than relevant POIs. In Section 4.1, we first
describe how we compute the distance between two POIs
and in Section 4.2 we explain the first phase of the objective function in which the geographical influence is also
incorporated. In Section 4.3, we give details on the second
phase of the objective function. In Section 4.4, we describe
the proposed time-sensitive regularizer which takes into
consideration the users’ long-term behavioral patterns, and
in Section 4.5 we present an overview of the proposed
algorithm and how both phases of the objective function
are optimized jointly.
4.1

Geographical Similarity

We compute the geographical similarity between two POI
to incorporate the geographical context while characterizing the user’s geographical preferences. The similarity is
inversely proportional to the distance between two POIs.
Inspired by the relevant studies [11], [14], [52], [53] where
a simple geographical measure improved the models significantly, we use the Haversine formula to compute the
angular distance between li and lj :

hij “ 2ˆ
¯
´b
sin2 p∆φij {2q ` cos φi ˆ cos φj ˆ sin2 p∆ηij {2q ,
arcsin
where φi and φj are latitudes of li and lj in radian, respectively. Accordingly, ηi and ηj are longitudes of li and
lj in radian. Then we calculate the geographical similarity
between li and lj as follows:

gij “

1
,
1 ` phij ˆ Rq
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(a) Least variant users

(b) Most variant users

(c) Least variant POI categories

(d) Most variant POI categories

Fig. 3: Check-in distribution of users and POI categories over time in Gowalla’s. Figures a & c depict the least time-variant
users and POI categories, respectively. Figures b & d, in contrast, show the distribution of the most time-variant users and
POI categories, respectively (best viewed in color).
where R is the earth’s radius (R “6,371KM). In the following section, we demonstrate how dij is incorporated in the
our proposed method.
4.2

Phase 1: Visited vs. Unvisited POIs

In the first phase, we focus on ranking higher the POIs
that a user has visited (no matter how many times) than
the ones she has not visited. Formally, we aim at ranking
´
L`
i higher than Li . More specifically, our goal is to rank
the POIs with emphasis on the top of the list. Moreover,
with take into consideration the geographical distance between POIs. Building ranking functions that incorporate
the distance between POIs also allows us to model latent
associations between users living in the same neighborhood,
who would not be associated with each other in a traditional
CR setting. This happens because our method takes into
account venues’ distances as it updates the user and item
latent matrices. .
Let Hi plj´ q be the “height” of an irrelevant venue:
ÿ ´`
˘ `
˘¯
Hi plj´ q “
1rfi pl` qďfi pl´ qs { 1 ` α exppgkj q , (1)
k

indicator function by G allows the model to incorporate the
geographical distances into the model while constructing
the height for irrelevant items. For example, if an irrelevant
item is ranked higher than a relevant item, but they are
very close then the denominator will be higher, reducing
the height of the irrelevant POI. The objective function
should aim at minimizing Hi for all given POIs. A lower
value of Hi also means that there are fewer irrelevant POIs
ranked higher than relevant ones. From an optimization
perspective, indicator functions are not convex. Therefore,
we use the logistic loss of the difference between the two
functions as a convex upper bound surrogate. For reading
simplicity we define

Gα pi, jq “ 1 ` α exppgij q .
We define the difference between the k th POI and the j th as
follows:

`
˘
δi pk, jq “ uTi pvk ´ vj q{Gα pk, jq .

(2)

j

kPL`
i

where α is the weight of geographical influence and 1r.s is
an indicator function. Note that α controls the model’s bias
towards POIs in the same neighborhood and can be used
to prevent the “Harry Potter” problem [54]. Dividing the

Therefore, the surrogate height function Hi1 plj´ q becomes:

Hi1 plj´ q “

ÿ
kPL`
i

“
`
˘‰
log 1 ` exp ´ δi pk, jq ,

(3)
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Fig. 4: Check-in histogram of 100 randomly-sampled users from the 500 most active users of Gowalla’s. For each user, the
red bar denotes the number of multiple check-ins, while the blue bar denotes the number of single check-ins.
where `pδq “ logp1 ` expp´δqq is the logistic loss of δ . We
consider `2 -norm of Hi1 as the objective function, following
[24]. Therefore, the objective function is:

4.3

Phase 2: Multiple vs. Single Check-ins

In the second phase, we focus on ranking POIs with multiple check-ins (i.e., more-relevant POIs) higher than the ones
with single check-in (i.e., relevant POIs). As we observed
m
m
ÿ
1 ÿ ` 1 ´ ˘2 ÿ 1
in Section 3.3, there is a positive correlation between the
RpU, V q “
Hi plj q “
ˆ
n
n
number of multiple check-ins and total number check-ins.
i“1 i jPL´
i“1 i
i
˜
¸
ˆ
˙ 2 Therefore, it is crucial to take into consideration the fact that
´
ÿ
ÿ
“
‰¯
the POIs that users have visited more often in the past are
T
.
log 1 ` exp ´ ui pvk ´ vj q{Gα pk, jq
˚
more relevant. Formally, let L1`
“ L`
i
i ´ Li be the set of
jPL´
kPL`
th
i
i
POIs that the i user has visited exactly once. Our goal is to
(4) rank L˚ higher than L1` . Let Π pl˚ q be the “reverse height”
i j
i
i
that is:
For solving the above optimization problem, we use a of a more-relevant venue,ÿ
gradient-descent-based alternating optimization algorithm.
Πi plj˚ q “
1rfi pl˚ qďfi pl1` qs .
(7)
j
k
We first keep V fixed and update U , and then keep U and
kPL1`
i
update V . Therefore, the update rules of the t ` 1 iteration
Lower
values
of
Π
mean
that there are fewer relevant
i
are:
POIs ranked higher than the more-relevant ones. Similar to
ut`1
“ uti ´ γ 5ui RpU t , V t q, @i “ 1, . . . , n ,
(5) the first phase in Section 4.2, we use a logistic loss as the
i
surrogate:
ÿ
`
˘
vjt`1 “ vjt ´ γ 5vj RpU t`1 , V t q, @j “ 1, . . . , m . (6)
log 1 ` expp´uTi pvk ´ vj qq .
(8)
Π1i plj1` q “
kPL˚
i

For reading simplicity we define

`

˘
θpk, jq “ 1 ` exppδpk, jq ,
and the gradients of RpU, V q with respect to ui and vj are
computed as follows:

5ui RpU, V q
`
˘¯
2 ÿ ´ 1 ´ ÿ
Hi plj q
pvj ´ vk q{ Gα pk, jqθpk, jq ,
“
ni
´
`
jPLi

kPLi

5vj RpU, V q
ÿ 2 ÿ ´
ÿ
`
˘¯
“
Hi1 plh´ q
ui { Gα pk, hqθpk, hq
ni
´
´
`
iPPj

´

hPLi

kPLi

ÿ 2 ÿ ´
ÿ
`
˘¯
Hi1 plh´ q
ui { Gα pk, hqθpk, hq ,
ni
`
´
`

iPPj

hPLi

kPLi

with Pj` being the set of users who have visited lj and Pj´
the set of users who have not visited lj .

However, Π1i is not easy to be optimized using typical
ranking loss, like DCG. Hence, we reformulate the objective
functions as follows:
´
¯
ÿ
log 1 ` Πi plk˚ q .
kPL˚
i

Then, the objective function RΠ pU, V q of reverse height
becomes:
m
m
ÿ
ÿ
1
1 ÿ
logp1 ` Π1i plk˚ qq “
ˆ
RΠ pU, V q “
n
n
i“1 i
i“1 i jPL˚
j
ˆ
˙
´
ÿ
ÿ
`
˘¯
log 1 `
.
log 1 ` exp ´ uTi pvk ´ vj q
jPL˚
j

kPL1`
i

(9)
We optimize RΠ pU, V q similarly to Section 4.2, that is, we
first keep V fixed and update U , then keep U updating V .
Therefore, we consider the following update rules:

ut`1
“ uti ´ γ 5ui RΠ pU t , V t q, @i “ 1, . . . , n ,
i
vjt`1

“ vjt ´ γ 5vj RΠ pU t`1 , V t q, @j “ 1, . . . , m .

(10)
(11)
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Similarly, the gradients are defined as follows:

Algorithm 1: The Joint Two-Phase Collaborative Ranking Algorithm (JTCR).

5ui RΠ pU, V q
ÿ `
˘¯
1
1 ÿ ´
“
pvj ´ vk q{p1 ` exppδi pk, jqqq ,
˚
1
ni
1 ` Πi plj q
˚
1`
jPLi

kPLi

1
2
3

5vj RΠ pU, V q
ÿ `
ÿ 1 ÿ ´
˘¯
1
u
{p1
`
exppδ
pk,
hqqq
“
i
i
ni
1 ` Π1i plh˚ q
˚
1`
1`

4

ÿ 1 ÿ ´
ÿ `
˘¯
1
´
ui {p1 ` exppδi pk, hqqq ,
˚
1
ni
1 ` Πi plh q
˚
˚
1`

8

iPPj

iPPj

hPLi

hPLi

kPLi

kPLi

where we define Pj1` the set of users who have visited
lj only once and Pj˚ the set of users who have visited lj
multiple times.
4.4

5
6
7

9
10
11
12

13

Input: P , L, maxIter, tλ, γ, α, , du
Output: Uout , Vout
tÐ0
Initialize U t`1 , V t`1
θt`1 Ð RpU t`1 , V t`1 q ` RΠ pU t`1 , V t`1 q, θt “
while (abspθt`1 ´ θt q ą ) ^ (t ă maxIter) do
tÐt`1
// Phase 1
Update uit`1 , @i “ 1, . . . , n Eq. (5)
Update vjt`1 , @j “ 1, . . . , m Eq. (6)
// Phase 2
Update uit`1 , @i “ 1, . . . , n Eq. (10)
Update vjt`1 , @j “ 1, . . . , m Eq. (11)
θt`1 Ð RpU t`1 , V t`1 q ` RΠ pU t`1 , V t`1 q
end
Uout Ð U t`1 , Vout Ð V t`1

θ t`1
2

Time-Sensitive Regularizer

As we discussed in Section 3.2, the long-term temporal
activity patterns of both users and POIs should be taken
into account. One way to account for the activity patterns of
users and the popularity of POIs is to consider how variant
they are over time. For example, if a POI is a coffee shop and
receives approximately the same number of people every
month, it is more likely that it receives the same number
of users in the next month. Whereas, POIs like ski shop
are only popular during the ski season. In particular, we
observed in Figure 3d that the popularity of certain POI
categories are highly time-dependent. Here, we propose
to incorporate a novel time-sensitive regularizer into the
objective function of both of our objective phases in (4) and
(9). Adding a regularizer that is calculated for each user and
POI based on their past activities enables us to model the
time-sensitivity of users and POIs. The main goal here is to
penalize those users and POIs which are less stable. A more
stable user or POI is one that exhibits less activity variance
over time. This regularizer is defined based on our extensive
analysis and observation in Section 3.2 where we observed
that POIs that are less popular are more time-sensitive. We
also had a similar observation for users, where we observed
that less active users exhibit less stability in their check-in
behavior.
Let σ 2,U P R1ˆn be the variance vector for users, where
2,U
σi
is the activity variance of the ith user ρi . For each
user ρi , we count the number of check-ins per month
and normalize the values. Then, calculating the variance
2,U
of the monthly check-ins of ρi produces σi . Similarly, let
σ 2,V P R1ˆm be the variance vector for POIs, with σj2,V
being the popularity variance of the j th POI lj . Note that we
calculate the variance of POIs based on their corresponding
categories since we observed more meaningful popularity
patterns with respect to the categories. The time-sensitive
regularizer parameter for users and POIs are calculated as
follows:
`
˘
ΛU “ λ log 1 ` expp´σ 2,U q ,
(12)

`
˘
ΛV “ λ log 1 ` expp´σ 2,V q .

(13)

It is worth noting that we consider the logistic function of
variances to prevent underflow and take the hyper parameter λ as a controlling parameter to prevent the model from
overfitting. Ultimately, we add the time-sensitive regularizer
to the objective functions of our two phases in (4) and (9).
Thus, when updating ui , we add the regularizer term ΛU
i ui ,
and for updating vj we add the regularizer term ΛVj vj .
4.5

Joint Two-Phase Collaborative Ranking Algorithm

Algorithm 1 presents the proposed joint two-phase collaborative ranking method. Line 2 initializes the factor matrices
randomly. θ is initialized at line 3, summing up the values of the two phases of our objective function, namely,
RpU t`1 , V t`1 q and RΠ pU t`1 , V t`1 q. The joint optimization
of the two phases is done between lines 4 and 12. As we
see, in every iteration, ui and vj are first updated according
to (5) and (6) (lines 7 and 8) to push visited POIs higher in
the ranking. Each iteration is then followed by optimizing
ui and vj according to (10) and (11) (lines 10 and 11), respectively. Therefore, U and V factor matrices are optimized
jointly to push visited POIs higher than unvisited POIs and
multiple visited POIs higher than single visited POIs simultaneously. After convergence, the final values of the latent
factor matrices are stored at line 13. Note that the proposed
time-sensitive regularizer is applied at lines 7, 8, 10, and 11.
Also, the geographical influence is applied at lines 7 and 8.
One can argue that employing a two-phase learning strategy
might be computationally expensive. However, since in the
second phase we only focus on the POIs that each user
has checked in, the optimization algorithm does not add
a substantial overhead to the whole system. In fact, for each
˚
user the complexity of one iteration is Opn1`
i ni q, which is
`
very small compared to the first phase, which is Opn´
i ni q.

5

E XPERIMENTAL E VALUATION

In this section, we evaluate the performance of our model
compared with state-of-the-art methods and study the impact of different parameters on the performance of our
model.
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5.1

Experimental Setup and Metrics

We evaluate our method on two real-world datasets,
namely, Foursquare’s and Gowalla’s. Both datasets were
provided by the authors of [20]. The statistical details of
the datasets are listed in Table 1. We take the first 70% of the
data for each user as the training set, 10% as the validation
set, and the remaining 20% as the test set, following the
evaluation protocol of [55].
We compare the performance of our model in terms of
Precision at k (Prec@k) and Normalized Discounted Cumulative
Gain at k (nDCG@k). Let Lch pρq be the set POIs that a
user has visited in the test set and Lkrec pρq be the set of
recommended POIs of size k . Prec@kpρq for a user ρ is
defined as Prec@kpρq “ p|Lch pρqXLkrec pρq|q{pkq and Prec@k
for the whole dataset is the average Prec@kpρq for all the
users in the test set.
To calculate nDCG@k, we need to define relevance values in the test set. Following the same strategy of Section 4,
we define a three-level relevance for each POI based on the
frequency of check-in for a particular user:
$
’
if ρ visited l multiple times
&2
.
relpl, ρq “ 1
if ρ visited l only once
’
%0
if ρ did not visit l

‚

‚

‚

‚

‚

‚

‚

Therefore, nDCG@kpρq for a given user ρ is defined as
follows:
k
ÿ
2relplr ,ρq ´ 1
DCG@kpρq “
,
log2 pr ` 1q
r“1
DCG@kpρq
,
nDCG@kpρq “
IDCG@kpρq
where lr is the POI at the rth rank and IDCG@kpρq is the
ideal DCG@k value for user ρ, that is, the highest possible
value for DCG@k. The reported values of nDCG@k are the
average of the nDCG@kpρq values for all the users in the test
set. We report the values of nDCG@k and Prec@k for three
values of k, namely 5, 10, 20.

We aim to compare the performance of JTCR against
state-of-the-art methods in POI recommendation which consider recommendation as a ranking problem and the ones
that do not. Also, it is crucial to compare our method with
approaches that incorporate geographical influence into the
model. The other set of methods is based on CR. Our
aim is to demonstrate the effectiveness of our two-phase
regularized CR in comparison with other CR baselines.
5.3

5.2

Compared Methods

We compare our Joint Two-Phase Collaborative Ranking
(JTCR) model with approaches that consider geographical
influence for POI recommendation and approaches based
on collaborative ranking with emphasis on ranking relevant items higher. Also, we include two variations of the
proposed JTCR to demonstrate the effectiveness of different
elements of our algorithm. Note that for each model, we
find the optimum set of parameters using the validation set
and report the mean and standard deviation of results of 5
different runs with the same parameters. We compare our
JTCR model with the following methods:
‚

‚

JTCR-Phase1 reports the performance of the first
phase of JTCR. We include this model as a baseline
to demonstrate the effectiveness of the first phase of
JTCR and the significance of the second phase of the
algorithm.
JTCR-NoVar reports the result of our proposed JTCR
without using the time-sensitive regularizer. Instead,
we use λ{2p}U }2 ` }V }2 q as the regularizer. Our goal

is to demonstrate the effectiveness of the time-based
regularizer.
JTCR-NoGeo reports the result of our proposed
JTCR without applying the geographical influence
(i.e., α “ 0).
WRMF [56] proposes an MF method for item prediction from implicit feedback. It is an adaptation of
SVD, minimizing the square-loss.
IRenMF [57] is based on weighted MF [58] exploiting
two levels of geographical neighborhood characteristics: nearest neighboring locations share more similar
user preferences, while locations in the same geographical region may share similar user preferences.
GeoMF [14] augments users and venues latent factors in the factorization model with activity area
vectors of users and influence area vectors of venues,
respectively.
Rank-GeoFM [11] is a ranking-based MF model that
includes the geographical influence of neighboring
venues while learning users preference rankings for
venues.
Rank-GeoFM-NoGeo reports the result of RankGeoFM without considering the geographical influence.
RH-Push / Inf-Push / P-Push [16] are three push CR
models based on reverse height, infinite, and p-norm.
For each user, we considered the venues she visited
as positive training samples and selected k venues
randomly as negative training samples.

Performance Comparison

Tables 2, 3, 4, and 5 report the performance of our method
compared with 11 baselines in terms of nDCG@k and
Prec@k for Foursquare’s and Gowalla’s. Based on the results
we observe that our proposed JTCR significantly outperforms all the baseline methods on both datasets with respect
to both nDCG@k and Prec@k. It is worth noting that the
improvement is achieved for all values of k.
Moreover, Rank-GeoFM performs best among the
geographical-based methods, as Rank-GeoFM propagates
geographical influences using the constructed graph, which
confirms that geographical neighborhood is a major factor
for recommendation. Rank-GeoFM considers the implicit
feedback while training the model similar to us, however,
as we observe our two-phase collaborative ranking approach beats Rank-GeoFM indicating the effectiveness of
our approach. Moreover, JTCR outperforms Rank-GeoFM
by a large margin on both datasets. It is worth noting
that JTCR beats all geographical-based methods in terms
of both nDCG@k and Prec@k for all different values of
k in both datasets. GeoMF and IRenMF do not consider
POI recommendation as a ranking problem. Hence, they
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TABLE 2: Performance evaluation on Foursquare’s in terms of nDCG@k. Statistically significant differences with JTCR are
denoted by Ź for p ă0.05 in paired t-test. ∆ values express the relative difference, compared to JTCR. For each model we
report the mean and standard deviation of 5 different runs.
nDCG@5
JTCR
0.0639 ˘ 0.0015
JTCR-Phase1
0.0534 ˘ 0.0022Ź
JTCR-NoVar
0.0605 ˘ 0.0025Ź
JTCR-NoGeo
0.0613 ˘ 0.0017Ź
WRMF
0.0248 ˘ 0.0016Ź
GeoMF
0.0422 ˘ 0.0018Ź
IRenMF
0.0430 ˘ 0.0011Ź
Rank-GeoFM
0.0438 ˘ 0.0005Ź
Rank-GeoFM-NoGeo 0.0418 ˘ 0.0018Ź
RH-Push
0.0251 ˘ 0.0044Ź
Inf-Push
0.0433 ˘ 0.0053Ź
P-Push
0.0423 ˘ 0.0068Ź

nDCG@10

∆

´16.43%
´5.32%
´4.07%
´61.19%
´33.96%
´32.71%
´31.46%
´34.59%
´60.72%
´32.24%
´33.8%

0.0529 ˘ 0.0033
0.0436 ˘ 0.0019Ź
0.0497 ˘ 0.0043Ź
0.0494 ˘ 0.0022Ź
0.0210 ˘ 0.0014Ź
0.0336 ˘ 0.0016Ź
0.0348 ˘ 0.0009Ź
0.0359 ˘ 0.0001Ź
0.0314 ˘ 0.0012Ź
0.0187 ˘ 0.0040Ź
0.0361 ˘ 0.0051Ź
0.0309 ˘ 0.0065Ź

∆

´17.58%
´6.05%
´6.62%
´60.3%
´36.48%
´34.22%
´32.14%
´40.64%
´64.65%
´31.76%
´41.59%

nDCG@20
0.0394 ˘ 0.0019
0.0339 ˘ 0.0027Ź
0.0375 ˘ 0.0036Ź
0.0381 ˘ 0.0019
0.0178 ˘ 0.0025Ź
0.0250 ˘ 0.0021Ź
0.0286 ˘ 0.0010Ź
0.0277 ˘ 0.0001Ź
0.0234 ˘ 0.0005Ź
0.0137 ˘ 0.0039Ź
0.0302 ˘ 0.0054Ź
0.0218 ˘ 0.0071Ź

∆

´13.96%
´4.82%
´3.3%
´54.82%
´36.55%
´27.41%
´29.70%
´40.61%
´65.23%
´23.35%
´44.67%

TABLE 3: Performance evaluation on Foursquare’s in terms of Prec@k. Statistically significant differences with JTCR are
denoted by Ź for p ă0.05 in paired t-test. ∆ values express the relative difference, compared to JTCR. For each model we
report the mean and standard deviation of 5 different runs.
Prec@5
JTCR
0.0591 ˘ 0.0025
JTCR-Phase1
0.0462 ˘ 0.0013Ź
JTCR-NoVar
0.0536 ˘ 0.0018Ź
JTCR-NoGeo
0.0551 ˘ 0.0032Ź
WRMF
0.0224 ˘ 0.0020Ź
GeoMF
0.0385 ˘ 0.0015Ź
IRenMF
0.0385 ˘ 0.0009Ź
Rank-GeoFM
0.0397 ˘ 0.0004Ź
Rank-GeoFM-NoGeo 0.0339 ˘ 0.0007Ź
RH-Push
0.0214 ˘ 0.0042Ź
Inf-Push
0.0397 ˘ 0.0051Ź
P-Push
0.0326 ˘ 0.0072Ź

Prec@10

∆

´21.83%
´9.31%
´6.77%
´62.1%
´34.86%
´34.86%
´32.83%
´42.64%
´63.79%
´32.83%
´44.84%

0.0456 ˘ 0.0041
0.0357 ˘ 0.0022Ź
0.0414 ˘ 0.0015Ź
0.0411 ˘ 0.0027Ź
0.0181 ˘ 0.0012Ź
0.0281 ˘ 0.0016Ź
0.0280 ˘ 0.0011Ź
0.0304 ˘ 0.0002Ź
0.0229 ˘ 0.0003Ź
0.0140 ˘ 0.0051Ź
0.0313 ˘ 0.0061Ź
0.0211 ˘ 0.0101Ź

attempt to optimize the overall error rate which proves to
be less effective for POI recommendation mainly because
the users are only interested in top k recommended POIs.
Consequently, JTCR beats GeoMF and IRenMF with a large
margin.
In addition, we observe that in most cases CR-based
baseline methods, namely P-Push, Inf-Push, and RH-Push
perform better than other baseline methods. This suggests
that a CR-based approach leads to better performance for
POI recommendation in general. However, we observe that
JTCR outperforms all CR-based baselines. This indicates
that all CR-based methods suffer from the sparsity problem
while our two-phase CR strategy alleviates this problem
by considering both visited and unvisited POIs in the
same neighborhood. Also, none of the CR-based methods
consider time in their ranking loss function. While it is
important to consider POI recommendation as a ranking
problem, it is also important to consider time to generate
accurate recommendations (Section 3). Our proposed model
beats the CR-based methods by a significant margin showing out time-sensitive regularizer (Section 4.4) based on the
temporal behavior of users and the temporal popularity
of POIs leads to a more accurate performance. Although

∆

´21.71%
´9.21%
´9.87%
´60.31%
´38.38%
´38.60%
´33.33%
´49.78%
´69.3%
´31.36%
´53.73%

Prec@20
0.0303 ˘ 0.0046
0.0260 ˘ 0.0021Ź
0.0282 ˘ 0.0025Ź
0.0292 ˘ 0.0018
0.0151 ˘ 0.0017Ź
0.0186 ˘ 0.0012Ź
0.0219 ˘ 0.0015Ź
0.0215 ˘ 0.0001Ź
0.0157 ˘ 0.0003Ź
0.0094 ˘ 0.0046Ź
0.0217 ˘ 0.0066Ź
0.0132 ˘ 0.0094Ź

∆

´14.19%
´6.93%
´3.63%
´50.17%
´38.61%
´27.72%
´29.04%
´48.18%
´68.98%
´28.38%
´56.44%

the CR-based baseline approaches focus on the top of the
ranked list, they fail to rank more-relevant POIs higher
in the ranking. In fact, these methods consider a binary
relevance between users and POIs. Higher nDCG@k values
indicate that our model ranks POIs with multiple checkins more accurately, compared with the CR-based baseline
approaches. This suggests that our two-phase model ranks
the POIs with higher relevance more effectively than the CR
approaches by considering multi-level implicit user feedback. It is worth noting that the variants of our model also
outperform most of the baselines. In particular, JTCR-NoVar
outperforms all the baselines and JTCR-Phase1 performs
better than most of the baselines, including P-Push. This
is important, since it indicates that incorporating the temporal information together with geographical similarities improves the performance of this model when the first phase
is only considered. Also, we see that JTCR-NoGeo beats
all the baselines. Specifically, it performs better that RankGeoFM-NoGeo and other baselines that do not consider
geographical information. This indicates the effectiveness of
the proposed model even when the geographical influence
is not considered.
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TABLE 4: Performance evaluation on Gowalla’s in terms of nDCG@k. Statistically significant differences with JTCR are
denoted by Ź for p ă0.05 in paired t-test. ∆ values express the relative difference, compared to JTCR. For each model we
report the mean and standard deviation of 5 different runs.
nDCG@5
JTCR
0.1158 ˘ 0.0022
JTCR-Phase1
0.1090 ˘ 0.0021Ź
JTCR-NoVar
0.1092 ˘ 0.0029Ź
JTCR-NoGeo
0.1099 ˘ 0.0015Ź
WRMF
0.0620 ˘ 0.0023Ź
GeoMF
0.0604 ˘ 0.0031Ź
IRenMF
0.0606 ˘ 0.0043Ź
Rank-GeoFM
0.0593 ˘ 0.0008Ź
Rank-GeoFM-NoGeo 0.0675 ˘ 0.0011Ź
RH-Push
0.0985 ˘ 0.0031Ź
Inf-Push
0.1090 ˘ 0.0035Ź
P-Push
0.1026 ˘ 0.0029Ź

nDCG@10

∆

´4.32%
´5.79%
´5.09%
´46.46%
´47.84%
´47.67%
´48.79%
´41.71%
´14.94%
´5.87%
´11.40%

0.0854 ˘ 0.0007
0.0823 ˘ 0.0015
0.0802 ˘ 0.0022Ź
0.0823 ˘ 0.0010
0.0523 ˘ 0.0011Ź
0.0495 ˘ 0.0037Ź
0.0499 ˘ 0.0039Ź
0.0525 ˘ 0.0006Ź
0.0514 ˘ 0.0009Ź
0.0765 ˘ 0.0026Ź
0.0803 ˘ 0.0028Ź
0.0805 ˘ 0.0013Ź

∆

´3.04%
´5.85%
´3.63%
´38.76%
´42.04%
´41.57%
´38.52%
´39.81%
´10.42%
´5.97%
´5.74%

nDCG@20
0.0633 ˘ 0.0008
0.0607 ˘ 0.0012
0.0593 ˘ 0.0009Ź
0.0608 ˘ 0.0006
0.0425 ˘ 0.0012Ź
0.0374 ˘ 0.0031Ź
0.0389 ˘ 0.0025Ź
0.0451 ˘ 0.0004Ź
0.0387 ˘ 0.0008Ź
0.0569 ˘ 0.0037Ź
0.0585 ˘ 0.0018Ź
0.0596 ˘ 0.0015Ź

∆

´2.53%
´7.42%
´3.95Ź %
´32.86%
´40.92%
´38.55%
´28.75%
´38.86%
´10.11%
´7.58%
´5.85%

TABLE 5: Performance evaluation on Gowalla’s in terms of Prec@k. Statistically significant differences with JTCR are
denoted by Ź for p ă0.05 in paired t-test. ∆ values express the relative difference, compared to JTCR. For each model we
report the mean and standard deviation of 5 different runs.
Prec@5
JTCR
0.0949 ˘ 0.0021
JTCR-Phase1
0.0889 ˘ 0.0018Ź
JTCR-NoVar
0.0865 ˘ 0.0032Ź
JTCR-NoGeo
0.0866 ˘ 0.0022Ź
WRMF
0.0556 ˘ 0.0018Ź
GeoMF
0.0540 ˘ 0.0028Ź
IRenMF
0.0545 ˘ 0.0051Ź
Rank-GeoFM
0.0564 ˘ 0.0009Ź
Rank-GeoFM-NoGeo 0.0549 ˘ 0.0008Ź
RH-Push
0.0820 ˘ 0.0039Ź
Inf-Push
0.0864 ˘ 0.0034Ź
P-Push
0.0844 ˘ 0.0029Ź

5.4

Prec@10

∆

´6.32%
´8.85%
´8.75%
´41.41%
´43.10%
´42.57%
´40.57%
´42.15%
´13.59%
´8.96%
´11.06%

0.0621 ˘ 0.0007
0.0596 ˘ 0.0012Ź
0.0570 ˘ 0.0015Ź
0.0590 ˘ 0.0020Ź
0.0448 ˘ 0.0012Ź
0.0415 ˘ 0.0042Ź
0.0423 ˘ 0.0043Ź
0.0472 ˘ 0.0008Ź
0.0383 ˘ 0.0008Ź
0.0588 ˘ 0.0030Ź
0.0569 ˘ 0.0026Ź
0.0573 ˘ 0.0012Ź

Effect of the 2nd Phase

To study the effect of the second phase of JTCR, we compare
the performance of JTCR when only the first phase is used
(JTCR-Phase1) with the performance of JTCR when both
phases are considered. As we can see in Tables 2 - 5,
JTCR exhibits a significant improvement over JTCR-Phase1
in terms of all evaluation metrics for both datasets. This
indicates that while JTCR-Phase1 is able to beat all other
baselines, the second phase of the algorithm enables JTCR
to model multiple check-ins more accurately. This validates
the remark based on our analysis in Section 3.4 which states
that a user who has visited a POI multiple times in the past
is likely to visit the same venue in the future. Moreover,
while this remark based on our analysis applies to a user,
it is also valid with respect to similar users. Therefore, in
the second phase, similar users and their corresponding
collaborative associations are mainly determined based on
how similar they are in terms of multiple check-ins. This
helps the model rank “more relevant” items higher and
hence improves the accuracy of the model. Moreover, we
observe a higher relative difference on Foursquare’s. According to Table 1, Foursquare’s consists of more multiple
check-ins than Gowalla’s (45.51% as opposed to 32.69%)

∆

´4.03%
´8.21%
´4.99%
´27.86%
´33.17%
´31.88%
´23.99%
´38.33%
´5.31%
´8.37%
´7.73%

Prec@20
0.0425 ˘ 0.0007
0.0414 ˘ 0.0011
0.0378 ˘ 0.0012Ź
0.0401 ˘ 0.0012Ź
0.0346 ˘ 0.0010Ź
0.0284 ˘ 0.0032Ź
0.0305 ˘ 0.0023Ź
0.0384 ˘ 0.0004Ź
0.0269 ˘ 0.0007Ź
0.0400 ˘ 0.0042Ź
0.0377 ˘ 0.0016Ź
0.0396 ˘ 0.0018Ź

∆

´2.59%
´11.06%
´5.65%
´18.59%
´33.18%
´28.24%
´9.65%
´36.71%
´5.88%
´11.29%
´6.82%

which explains why the second phase of JTCR achieves
higher improvement on Foursquare’s.
5.5

Effect of the Time-Sensitive Regularizer

Next, we discuss the effect of the time-sensitive regularizer.
To this end, we compare the performance of JTCR without
using the time-sensitive regularizer (JTCR-NoVar). As seen
in Tables 2 & 3, a statistically significant improvement of
JTCR over JTCR-NoVar is observed in terms of all evaluation metrics for Foursquare’s, suggesting that using the
time-sensitive regularizer enables JTCR to place more relevant venues higher in the ranking. As for Gowalla’s, we
also see significant improvements in Tables 4 & 5 indicating
that our proposed time-sensitive regularizer improves the
performance of JTCR by penalizing those users and POIs
that exhibit less stability in their check-in and popularity,
respectively. This validates the remark based on our analysis
that we had in Section 3.4 where we showed that there is
a negative correlation between a POI’s popularity and its
popularity variance. A similar observation was made for
users. Based on this remark, we defined the time-sensitive
regularizer to penalize those users and POIs that have been
variant in the past. In other words, variant users are less
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probable to visit variant POIs and the introduced regularizer
enables the model to take this into account while training.
5.6

Effect of the Geographical Influence

Here, we discuss the effect of the geographical influence.
Therefore, we compare the performance of JTCR without applying the geographical influence (JTCR-NoGeo). As seen in
Tables 2 & 3, we observe a statistically significant improvement of JTCR over JTCR-NoGeo in terms of all evaluation
metrics for Foursquare’s except for nDCG@20 and Prec@20.
However, the significant improvement in terms of other
evaluation metrics for Foursquare’s suggests that applying
the geographical influence enables JTCR to model users’
geographical behavior and activities more effectively. As for
Gowalla’s, we see significant improvements in Tables 4 & 5
for all evaluation metrics expect nDCG@10 and nDCG@20.
This indicates that the geographical influence improves the
performance of JTCR by considering how users like POIs
that are in the same neighborhood.
5.7

(b) Gowalla’s

Fig. 5: Effect of the number of latent factors.

Effect of the Model Parameters

We demonstrate the effect of the model’s parameters. The
results reported in the previous sections are achieved after
the best parameter set was found on the validation set. We
fixed the learning rate (γ “ 1e´4) for both datasets to
ensure the generalization of our model.
In Figure 5 we study the effect of latent factors d on
the performance of our model and report nDCG@5 while
keeping other parameters fixed. As we can see in Figure 5a,
the optimal number of latent factors d for Foursquare’s
is 80. For higher values of latent factors, nDCG@5 drops.
Also, nDCG@5 drops when selecting lower values for d.
We observe a similar behavior on Gowalla’s in Figure 5b
with the difference that the optimal number of latent factors
is 90. For all other values of d, we observe a drop in the
performance.
Furthermore, in order to study the effect of the regularizing control parameter (λ), we varied λ while keeping d and
α fixed. As shown in Figure 6a, the best λ for Foursquare’s
is 1e´4, while according to Figure 6b, for Gowalla’s is
1e´4. The performance of our model drops using different
values of λ for both datasets. While lower performance
achieved with lower values of λ indicate that the introduced
regularizer is essential to avoid overfitting, higher values of
λ also hurt the performance.
Next, in Figure 7 we study the effect of geographical
influence weight α on the performance of our model and report nDCG@5 while keeping other parameters fixed. As we
can see in Figure 7a, the optimal value of α for Foursquare’s
is 0.5 and the performance drops for all other values of α.
We observe a similar behavior on Gowalla’s in Figure 7b
where the best performance is achieved with α “ 0.9. For
all other values of α, we see a drop in the performance.
5.8

(a) Foursquare’s

Model’s Convergence

Finally, Figure 8 plots the value of the joint objective function, Θt “ RpU t , V t q ` RΠ pU t , V t q (Eq. (4) and (9)) when
training the model in t iterations/epochs. We observe the
value of Θt consistently decreases as the training epochs

(a) Foursquare’s

(b) Gowalla’s

Fig. 6: Effect of λ.

increase until the proposed JTCR model converges. The
behavior of the proposed objective function is as expected,
since it is the summation of a logistic loss and a quasi convex
function. R, that is a logistic loss, is convex and monotonic
decreasing. Also, RΠ is strictly positive and monotonic
decreasing. Hence, the summation of both loss functions
converges as illustrated in Figure 8.

6

C ONCLUSIONS AND F UTURE W ORK

In this article, we presented an extensive data analysis
of two POI recommendation datasets studying various attributes related to sparsity, time-sensitivity, and multiple
check-ins. Based on the intuitions we got from data analysis, we proposed a two-phase CR model, called JTCR. In
addition, we showed how to incorporate the geographical
influence into the objective functions and proposed a timesensitive regularizer to capture the long-term user behavior
and POI popularity patterns. The experimental results on
the two benchmark datasets demonstrated that our proposed model outperforms other state-of-the-art methods.
The results indicated that our model is able to address the
data sparsity problem taking into account both visited and
unvisited POIs in the training phase and their respective
geographical distances. We also showed that the second
phase is able to rank more-relevant POIs higher in the
ranking, explaining the superiority of our two-phase model
over the baselines as well as the first phase of the algorithm.
This suggests that while single check-ins provide valuable
information about the users’ preferences, multiple check-ins
give us a more clear picture of their behavior and habits.
Therefore, in the first phase of our algorithm, a CR model
that focuses on ranking visited venues higher than unvisited
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